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1. Toledo Spiders

   This is a short statement on cyberorganizing. The key concept is that of the Spider, a scholar activist in the information society.

2. Critical Moments

   This are notes for a statement made at the annual Board-staff retreat of the Murchison Center. This is a framework to study our current situation.

3. Transition

   This is the introduction to the volume containing the three MA theses statements by Hamilton, McGreevy, and Zelip as the Toledo Spiders, Class of 2002.

4. The Information Age

   This is an outline for the study of the three volume by Manuel Castells, The Information Society: Economy, Society, and Culture

5. Revolution

   This is a speech read by Abdul Alkalimat at the Info 2002 conference in Cuba representing the Toledo Spiders.
THE SPIDER

Every society, based on the necessities of its social structure, is composed of roles, the key parts people play in the human drama of that situation, sort of like the cells of a biological organism. The scholar activist has been the main role combining the academic discipline of research and scholarship with a community based concern for social justice and an active participation in the struggle to bring that about. The scholar activist in the twenty-first century information society requires a new orientation, not a negation of the old skills that go back to the origin of the medieval universities and the traditional educational processes, but are expressed in the context and the terms of the new technology of the information revolution. So today, the fitting metaphor for the scholar activist is the spider.

We chose the spider for several reasons. First, the spider is an insect, and like all insects in the context of human society, they are facing and yet cunning enough to avoid being mashed out by genocide. Biochemical industries established to kill them and yet their adaptability enables them to survive. The spider is an insect, a very small insect that spins webs. These webs are spun for survival, for travel, for safety, for food, for life. And today, the scholar activist has that same mandate to build webs in cyberspace establishing an intellectual center and a basis in cyberspace to contribute to the overall struggle for freedom. We chose the spider also because in one sense it was carrying out the old Ethiopian proverb "When spiders unite, they tie up lines." It is precisely this effective strategy revealed in the Ethiopian proverb that the scholar activist gets an orientation.

The first and most fundamental point to make about the development of the spider is the basic value orientation that sets the framework and the guidelines for all activity. There are three fundamental values: cyber democracy, collective intelligence, and information freedom.

Cyber democracy is a concept that involves the distribution of the physical technology of the machines and software so that there is access, but also it includes the ability to utilize this technology in an efficient and effective way to achieve specific goals.

Collective intelligence is that process by which that orientation toward listening and gathering all information has a prerequisite for making any summation. So collection precedes summation and the largest base of information being collected will produce the best results. There are very many ways that one can find collective intelligence and a spider must be constantly moving in the direction of uniting a large discussion and debate around these matters.

Information freedom is the maintenance of the internet as the highway of cyberspace to be as open and free as possible. The driving down of the price for machines and connectivity are a prerequisite, but also the actual content of the information that is traveling over that highway must be in the public domain so that there
can be a public sphere of significance. The significance of a public sphere based on maximum access to information connected to a mobilized population able to consume and digest and reflect upon that information is a society of a new type.

So on the basis of these three core values we now can discuss domain criteria that must evolve so that the credentialing of a twenty-first century scholar activist as a spider can maintain a high level of academic excellence and social responsibility.

We will discuss the criteria for becoming a spider in terms of the D6 method:

D1 – Definition: The direction of work, the question that gets raised to be answered, the problem that gets identified to be tackled to be resolved, the stage and the development of organizations and movements to be carried out. All of these things are the result of a constant dialogue of involved participants in the process. The first task of the spider is to be connected to the dialogue taking place by the various segments of the population active around the matters of which you are concerned. This is in practical terms being subscribed to the relevant list serves, to be active participants in any online activity, and to be regularly surfing the search engines following the threads of key word associations. Another important skill to be developed is the ability to effectively search the web so that one can establish a webography on a subject and present it in a useful and timely manner. The fundamental point here is that definition must always be squarely based on collective intelligence.

D2 – Data Collection: The spider must be fluent with several basic tools or technologies: The digital camera, the tape recorder, the video, the questionnaire. Each of these tools presents one with an opportunity to capture an image or a sound or both for the purpose of documenting and analyzing social reality.

D3 – Digitization: Of course, all tools now come in a digital format so that one simply downloads the electronic file into the computer directly. But even with tools that are not based on digital technology, but analog technology, it is possible to translate this information from one format to the other without a great deal of difficulty. It would be important to look in the appendix and examine the actual equipment that the media lab of Africana Studies at the University of Toledo has in context in which spiders work to demonstrate the fact that with a very high level performance it is possible to work in a rather meagerly equipped lab.

D4 – Discovery: The inputting of electronic files and organizing them is an essential process to establish the format with the kind of research a spider must engage. The main point is that working off of a web site environment in which data is input gives the greatest cyber democracy and provides for the greatest collective intelligence, especially so long as we maintain the third value of information freedom. In the discovery phase, it is essential that the spider be adept at various forms of database analysis and file management. This includes various methods for storing, accessing, and carrying out analysis in any application desired, both online and off.
D5 – Design: The spider has to take the electronic files and fashion an environment that will allow for others to access information and query it, making it useful for whatever purpose serves the need. The two most important electronic formats to master are Power Point and the building of a web page. It is also useful to have some form of spreadsheet technology as part of the design of any electronic publication. It is always necessary to have a print version of what the project will have in cyberspace, because it’s necessary to not only have a paper archive if possible but as a way of communicating with people who are not as fluent with the technology and even if online, find hard copy to be a useful supplement.

D6- Distribution: This activity by the spider really involves active participation and knowledge of list serves as well as various democracy sites that enable people to engage in discussion, make announcements, and generally search for networking.
CRITICAL MOMENTS

What is a moment?

a. physical time: now, in between what used to be and what’s gonna be. BUT, time is a flow, a process so a moment is virtual. This is about the smallest possible unit of measurement, infinity.

b. historical time, instances of significance, relative convergence of forces (people) on the same page, physical time is flex here (could be minute, hour, day, month, decade).

c. I speak of moment in the historical sense.

d. Our moment, the one we are discussing in this meeting, is fourfold:
   1. moment of challenge
   2. moment of theoretical clarity
   3. moment of transition
   4. moment of decision

MOMENT OF CHALLENGE:

a. Our reality must be simultaneously seen on multiple levels:
   1. in the center
   2. in the community (25/26, all of Toledo)
   3. in this country
   4. in the world, especially Africa and the African Diaspora

b. We have to take the world seriously, and take a position
   1. schools: grades, test scores, and food
   2. Jack Ford: do we have a new situation or not

c. We have to take ourselves seriously
   1. Murchison Center is our base
   2. First Sat is our fight
   3. eToledo is our vision

d. What are our critical challenges:
   1. digital divide
      a. access and use
      b. missionaries from the future
      c. placing ourselves at the center stage of the general historical moment
   2. development of our community
      a. Original mission statement
      b. Do we need a new one
   3. keeping democracy alive after 9/11
a. our 9/11 site was unprecedented
b. conferences online as new form of democracy
c. need more as silence is being forced on us

MOMENT OF THEORETICAL CLARITY

a. language is key here – we have to name things and get people to accept the new theory, using our language
b. reading material to keep our perspective – Wed night seminar is key here
c. Social Capital: bridging and bonding
d. Cyber Power – three levels
e. Public Computing: levels of organization, four types of PC

MOMENT OF TRANSITION

a. change, can’t keep doing things in the old way even if we wanted to
b. Graduation of staff
  1. Toledo Spiders class of 2002
  2. call from students for same out of basic curriculum
c. sabbatical: time for practice and a time for theory
d. from university to community: stages in the history of the MC

MOMENT OF DECISION

a. action, allocation of resources of time and money = commitment
b. priorities
  1. basic curriculum
  2. cyber church
  3. first Saturday
  4. eToledo
c. new leadership
  1. individuals vs collectives
  2. achievement levels should be rewarded with the responsibility of leadership
d. one year goals
THIS IS THE TIME FOR US TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF OUR PAST AND SEE THE FUTURE AS WE PREPARE TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF THAT.

This is a new day, our day,

Toledo Spiders united, we have lions to tie up and a world to win!!!
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SEMINAR
TOLEDO SPIDER STUDY GUIDE
ACADEMIC YEAR 2002 – 2003

THE INFORMATION AGE: ECONOMY SOCIETY AND CULTURE
BY: Manuel Castells  (24 Sessions)

1. When reading the material, use a dictionary not only to look up new words but to clarify the precise meanings of somewhat familiar vocabulary. Bring the dictionary to the weekly seminar.

2. During the session, each person should read a section out loud.

3. Each person should select one key sentence or thought they find significant and explain why.

4. Email report with attendance sent out weekly.

PREPARATION READING WITH DICTIONARY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>“The emergence of a new social structure . . . production, experience, and power”</td>
<td>Pages 13 – 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>“The Historical Sequence of the Information Technology Revolution”</td>
<td>Pages 40 – 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>“The Global Economy: Genesis, Structure and Dynamics” and “Africa’s Fate”</td>
<td>Pages 92 – 106 and Pages 133 – 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>New forms of organization</td>
<td>Pages 152 – 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>Post-industrialism, the service economy, and the reformation society</td>
<td>Pages 203 – 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>The Internet</td>
<td>Pages 345 – 364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>The reformation city</td>
<td>Pages 398 – 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>Space of Flows</td>
<td>Pages 410 – 418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>The Edge of Forever: Timeless Time</td>
<td>Pages 429 – 434 and Pages 464 – 468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Volume 1</td>
<td>Conclusion: The Network Society</td>
<td>Pages 469 – 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Volume 2</td>
<td>Race, Class and Identity in The Network Society and Territorial Identities: The Local Community</td>
<td>Pages 52 – 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Volume 2</td>
<td>Zapatistas: The First Informational Guerrilla Movement</td>
<td>Pages 72 – 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Volume 2</td>
<td>The Meaning of Greening</td>
<td>Pages 121 – 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Pages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sisterhood is powerful</td>
<td>175 - 202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Crisis of the Nation-State</td>
<td>303 - 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The Crisis of Democracy</td>
<td>342 - 353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Social Change and the Network Society</td>
<td>354 - 362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>The Technology Question and the Collapse of the Soviet System</td>
<td>26 - 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>The Dehumanization of Africa</td>
<td>82 - 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Inequality &amp; Urban Poverty in USA</td>
<td>128 - 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Narco – Capitalism</td>
<td>190 - 201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>287 - 308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>European Unification</td>
<td>312 - 325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Making Sense of our World</td>
<td>335 - 361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

The concept of a Toledo Spider became a material force with the Masters class of 2002: Deborah Hamilton, Micheline McGreevy, and Brian Zelip\(^1\). They were part of the first cohort of graduate students in Africana Studies at the University of Toledo.

We have designed our experience to challenge the prevailing norms of academic research. We work collectively not individually. We produce and work mainly in cyberspace. We arrange and advocate for change at the same time and place we conduct research. We assume the knowledge and wisdom we need is derived by and encoded in the thoughts, beliefs, and rituals, and general practices of all the people. We believe the validation of our work will come in any successes we have in building new movements for change.

My role has been one of creating ideas and general plans as the most experienced member of the collective and the one responsible for intellectual and strategic leadership. But, everything we have accomplished has rested on the tactical cyber organizing by the three authors of this book. They have taken general ideas and taken them into the heat of struggle to get to a stronger tested restatement of those ideas, correcting those that were mistaken as well. Kate Williams has been a constant force in our collective based on her grasp of reason and how to apply it to any mass of data, and her knowledge based on years of study, especially her recent doctoral study at the University of Michigan. We also give a shout out to Aysha, Rahul, and all the other Toledo Spiders.

\(^1\) Jarvia Walker was the first of this class to graduate in 2001. She carries on the work of the Spider in Florida.
The reader will find the heart of three (3) thesis projects. Each should be read along with a thorough investigation of the appropriate website.

1. *Sustainability of a Community Technology Center:*

   Hamilton presents a discussion of the three fundamental issues required for the sustainability of a CTC: Legitimacy, Leadership, and Legality. These are more important than money.

   http://www.murchisoncenter.org

2. *Digitization of Popular Political Culture of Everyday Life:*

   Zelip presents a project that utilizes Black peoples hair to demonstrate the importance of using everyday life to sum up and educate a people for survival and struggle.

   http://www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberhair

3. *First Saturday: Programs of Resistance Based on Mass Mobilization:*

   McGreevy shows how it is necessary and possible to mobilize oppressed people to impact achievement on state mandated math proficiency tests. http://www.murchisoncenter.org/cyberschools

Thus, together they present us with plans to build a movement by answering the following questions:

a) How can we build a base of operations for a 21st Century movement?

b) How can we reach out and build deep and lasting ties with the people?

c) How can we rebuild mass mobilization to resist exploitation and empower the people?
Inequalities in the information society: problems and solutions

Abdul Alkalimat

University of Toledo

It is a great pleasure to be here speaking at this conference. We have come as a delegation from Toledo, Ohio, faculty and students, from the campus and the community. Our hope in coming to this conference was to meet new friends and exchange information that can contribute to a new era of cooperation based on these new technologies that we have, and a new political understanding that we so desperately need. We would like to extend a hand of friendship to everyone here and declare our commitment to build relationships of cooperation and reciprocity, of sharing what we have and joining any struggle we can to stop the evils of exploitation and build a better world for us all.

Will all of the Toledo spiders please stand-up. After this session we will have a table in the IDICT booth, and the spiders will be there to answer and ask questions and pass out free our CDs and other publications so you can be more familiar with our work. We would like to learn about your work as well.

We work in a lower income inner city African American community in the post-industrial midwestern heartland of the USA. Toledo is a city of over 300,000 in a metropolitan area of 500,000. We are located one hour south of Detroit, 2 hours west of Cleveland, and 3 hours east of Chicago. We are in the heartland of the USA. The 2000 census figures indicate the city is 23% African American and 6% Latino. (The US census often reports these figures on Blacks and Latinos as if they are separate and not overlapping population categories.) Using the latest census figures the household income in Toledo was $24,819 (USA = $30,056, 25% more than Toledo), with a full 20% of the population below the official government poverty level. We are the home of the Jeep Cherokee for state of the art auto production, Libby glass, and the global headquarters of the Dana Corporation – auto parts and supplies are produced by over 70,000 employees, in 300 facilities in 34 countries with sales of over $10 billion. In Toledo we have global capitalists, workers, and poor people being thrown out of industrial society.

In Toledo, Ohio we are at the edge of industrial decline, a place where corporate decisions to maximize profit are life and death questions for entire communities. The old assembly line mass production capitalism created a solid foundation for the Toledo economy and drew to its neighborhoods immigrants from the US rural south and from Mexico, and from many parts of Europe, especially Germany, Hungary, and all of Eastern Europe. In the
Great Depression the workers and their families launched a mass strike in 1936, the Auto-Lite Strike, and that led to the Great Sit Down Strike in Flint, Michigan organized by the same activists. This strike wave that started in Toledo led to the Congress of Industrial Organizations, the CIO, and a new era of labor militancy was born. Now this industrial system is being transformed and the people who fed their families from the assembly line are now being abandoned at the beginning of this new information era. Our current social crisis far exceeds the 1930's and goes back to the mid 19th century origins of industrial capitalism discussed by Marx and Engels. This is the historic context for our meeting this week, and the material conditions that require our intervention in history.

The world we live in is not the world of yesterday, and it is not the world of tomorrow, it is the world of today. This statement has special meaning as we begin a new century, as we begin the information revolution, as we face the end of the industrial system we have struggled in for all of the 20th century. The history of every country is the history of people fighting for a better life, sometimes in the realm of science, sometimes in the realm of politics, and always in the realm of culture we have been fighting for a better life. Our paper is about this current moment, our need to intervene in history to understand and change the beginning of a new kind of society, the information society based on electrical digital technology.

There are two general themes of this talk. The first is to discuss key aspects of the information society, how it is different from industrial society, how it transforms the class polarities of industrial society into polarities defined by informational parameters. Then, secondly, we will attempt to suggest how we might move forward given the polarities we face. How do we intervene in this historical process of the birth of the information society to advance the cause of democracy, peace and justice? What is the future potential of this information society for achieving the strategic goal of human freedom?

**The revolution in technology**

The information society is being born via a fundamental transformation in technology, digital electronic technology, hence many think of it as a revolutionary experience. This is a profound belief that we need to discuss. Are we in the midst of a revolutionary process? This is a key theoretical question with great practical implications. The word revolution means fundamental transformation, a change in the basic nature of society and the conditions for life itself. There can be many kinds of revolutions, revolution in music, in poetry, in all aspects of human activity, but there is a special sense in which the
word revolution is used to define a new kind of society, the beginning of a stage of human history. It is in this latter sense that we are experiencing a revolution today – a fundamental transformation of the most important features of society, its basic character is being transformed. This is not merely a question of what is happening in a particular place, as clearly there are vast regions of the world without such technology. But, where these things exist so exists the global power that determines the well being of all of us, the forces we interact with whether we know it or not.

The machine driving this process is the computer, a tool that takes electricity to its highest level far exceeding being merely raw energy driving the moveable parts of machines. Now electricity is the environment in which information can be stored, manipulated, and presented. The first computer was probably the abacus created 5000 years ago. But the first computer to run on more than human energy was a steam driven machine created by Charles Babbage (1791 –1871), a contemporary of Charles Darwin (1809 – 1882) and Karl Marx (1818 – 1883). Here we can observe a revolutionary moment in history – revolution in social science (Marx), revolution in natural science (Darwin), and a revolution in technology (Babbage). The full electrical revolution began when transistors became part of the process in 1948, followed by integrated circuits placed on silicon chips leading to the emergence of modern computing in the 1970’s.

The computer has been linked with telephones and satellites to create networks for communication. This new global network is called the World Wide Web (WWW) and the Internet. For the first time humanity has the possibility of instantaneous communication of text, graphics (still and video), and sound on a global level.

At the base of this global network of computers and the Internet is the digital code. In fact we can say that the heart of the revolutionary process creating the information society is the universal digital code, a code that can take all forms of information, text, image and sound, and in a series of digits, 0’s and 1’s, store this information and access it at any time and any place on the network. It is an interesting fact that much like the mid nineteenth century this is a time of fundamental revolutionary action on all levels: the technological revolution of the digital code for computer based communication of all forms of information, and the scientific revolution of the DNA code for life including the Human Gnome. We are in search of such clarity about the nature of the social revolution that is happening now, and will surely be more and more obvious in the decades to come.
This use of the universal digital code is made possible by the rapid expansion of the capacity of the micro-chip based on Moore’s law, an observation made in 1965 by an engineer Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, that every 18 months the capacity of the microchip doubles and the price is reduced by 50%. This is what has made the rapid explosion of opportunities like teleconferencing, DVD digital recording of movies and MP3 recording of music, etc. Given this explosion of technological capacity, there has been a massive investment, sometimes based on discovery and innovation but often based on a hunch and a gamble.

The rapid adoption of technologies of the Internet and the www is clear. In 1997 there were 40 million people on line representing about 1% of the world population, while by 2002 there were 544 million people on line making up 9% of the total population. But this general figure is quite polarized as Europe and North America make up 65% of online population, and the per cent goes up to 90% if you add the Asian countries of both parts of China (46 million), Japan (49 million), South Korea (22 million), Australia (10 million) and India (5 million).

Via this development in societies all over the world we have seen the development of three kinds of geo-spatial centers emerge:

1. Technopoles: specialized urban areas based on the new technologies.
2. De-linked areas with virtually no connectivity;
3. Dual centers in which some have high connectivity and others are isolated

The majority of humanity is coming under the influence and control of the technological productivity of the technopoles – they invent the machines and write the software the corporate, military and governments use. On the other hand, most of us live in dual environments of cities or de-linked if in most rural areas of the world. In fact, in the third world of Asia, Africa, and Latin America the internet and web based technologies are dominated by the NGO’s of the dominate countries of Europe and North America, therefore much technology in Asia, Africa, and Latin America does not represent indigenous capacity building but the infrastructure of globalization. It is in this context that we have to debate the issue of development – to what extent an appendage of the global system of capital, and to what extent a freestanding economic base for the home market.

Political Economy

We have introduced the information society from a technical perspective merely hinting at social implications. But there are two aspects to our key concept, information - the
technical part, and society -- the social part. It is essential that our discussion of the
technology be put in its proper historical social context. To get at this let us take four key
aspects of society to track the change from industrial society to the information society. This
historical process leads to the current moment in which we have decisions to make which is
the true meaning of this conference.

The paradigm for the basic production model of the industrial system is that created
by Henry Ford (whose company launched the first assembly line production) and Frederick
Taylor (a University of Pennsylvania professor who launched the time motion study to make
sure people were appendages to machines). This became the dominant paradigm for society,
a model for our public schools, our government, and our social life including even family
life. This production scheme was transformed in the Toyota system, a system that used
computers and robots to build a new paradigm -- lean production, based on just-in-time
assembly using the team system. The Japanese lessened the time, cost, and labor power
necessary for production. Lower cost led to higher rates of profit, with the most important
lower cost being the decline in the cost of labor.

This new kind of production meant that old plants, full of large old technology, were
replaced by new plants based on lighter faster new technology. This changed the geo-politics
of production that capital become more mobile and more and more delinked from the old
nation states. Thus begins the new era of globalization.

One way to sum this up is to contrast General Motors with Microsoft as the
paradigmatic corporations of the old industrial system and the new information system.
General Motors was based in Michigan and maintained a workforce in life long skilled
occupations, building on skilled immigrant workers from Europe. They built big buildings
with hierarchal structures to fit the social organization of the corporation. They located near
their production facilities, built near the natural resources they needed to function. On the
other hand, Microsoft is located in Seattle, Washington, not because it is the place where the
largest number of engineers and computer scientists could be found, but it is simply the
hometown of Bill Gates, the founder. Their headquarters is more like a college campus and
its divisions and work groups function like departments in a university, with one exception
and that's the fact that like all capitalist corporations it is a dictatorship under the hand of its
leader and board.

The basis for this is that it is the intellectual content of the software and hardware that
drives production. But this is more production with less human labor. In other words, there
is a value crisis – surplus value is a result of exploiting human labor, and less human labor means less surplus value. This is a crisis as that is the basis on which the capitalist system exists. The World Trade Organization had at its founding a new international agreement by the big powers on intellectual property rights because that is the heart of their system. They must keep the intellectual content for production in private hands as commodities, and not shared by humanity. In fact, they are taking the lions shared wealth of the world, like the bio-diversity of global agriculture or the natural medicines developed by all of the world cultures and placing them under private patents for private profit. This is the age when the commons of the world are being closed in.

One aspect of this is the knowledge worker. This new worker is the new proletariat, sometimes in English called the cognitariat. The other side of this is that this new worker actively drives the system that downsizes to new levels. This in turn leads to the end of work thesis that argues that there is and will continue to be a reduction of people to be employed in material production and distribution, including service.

On a global scale things are more raw and explosive. On the one hand assembly line operations and other forms of production are being relocated to regions in decline, like some of the former socialist countries and key centers throughout the third world. On the other hand regions with labor superfluous to capital are being plunged into the terror of slavery, war, and genocide.

My argument is that the key social motion of globalization is the polarization of the world and most societies. The polarities we face define the times in which we live.

**Social Organization**

The industrial system reinvented bureaucracy and various forms of parliamentary democracy as the dominant forms and principles for the social organization of society. A bureaucracy is a rule governed formal structure with a hierarchy of power and privilege, and in this context the word democracy seems neutral enough, it is always implemented in a social context, hence each social layer of society has associated power and that defines what kind of democracy we have – there is one democracy for capital and another for labor. Justice for poor people in such a society is hard to come by.

The vertical form of the paper based bureaucracy has been thrown down on its side by the new information technologies of computer based networks and interactive databases. The information society seems to be more horizontal and free flowing, a web rather than a
pyramid. The General Motors of 20th century industrialization is quite different in as a corporation than the 21st century Microsoft.

We now live in networks and our economic life has become according to Emanuel Castells a space of flows, tied into computer networks and a global system of just in time production schemes taking the Toyota system to its natural limits. But is this a society that embodies freedom or slavery? On the one hand there is the police system and on the other the educational system. Clearly there is a polarity here between the police and the schools, but in fact the polarity is also within the schools as they have negated the full liberating impact of the technology and limited it to class specific functions – one function for the rich and another for the poor.

Culture and consciousness

The rich own much of the cultural heritage of humanity, including new wealth like the Gates family of Microsoft, while popular culture has been hijacked by mass media. Corporations define culture in much of the world. Massive digitization is going on, but whose voices are missing. Herein is another polarity.

Moreover, our consciousness is manipulated by all of this. So in this era of information people are being nurtured back into the ideologies of extremism – rigid belief systems with fundamentalist interpretations. There is a polarity between ideology and information (what do you believe versus what do you know)

For each of the four aspects of society that we have just surveyed we have demonstrated two fundamental features of the historical process: 1. There has been a change from industrialization to the information society; and 2. The class polarities of industrial society have been reinvented as polarities of the information society. This polarity is a global process. We have to see things with the eagle’s eye, grabbing the whole picture. The AIDS crisis in the world can’t be understood unless it is put in this context, since the first stage of the intervention has moved the crisis from the advanced capitalist countries to the margins of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This is a genocidal pattern. The vicious terror of ripping a society apart through imperialisms nefarious economic dealings and the manipulation of decadent social and political forces in each society leads to the fratricidal wars such as in Central and Eastern Africa, the Balkans, and the Middle East. And in this context there are crimes that boggle the mind, from millions being killed in Africa, to cold-blooded massacres being excused by major powers such as the current view of the United States on plight of the Palestinians.
Solution

On a global scale this is a new situation, almost everything is changing, but where things will end up is not yet a settled question. We have a choice in the matter. We have basic choices.

To introduce our options it is useful to review a debate over how to conceptualize the problem we face. Three basic views have been advanced — we face a digital divide, a digital opportunity, or digital inequality. An African American official in the Clinton administration launched the term the digital divide voicing the spontaneous realization that what was emerging was a corporate/military technology and poor people and minorities would be excluded. It was counterattacked as a divisive almost Marxist concept that led to radical political thinking and action. The right counter attacked by saying things were much better than that, so instead of a digital divide (emphasizing differences) we need to call it a digital opportunity (emphasizing that options exist for everyone to get wired). More modestly, and more oriented to the empirically oriented social sciences, there is the focus on the “digital inequality” that needs to be studied with regard to each new technology and its social realization in the social life of various communities.

We can take each position and show how the way forward can be envisioned and done no matter what set of questions we answer.

1. What do we do about the digital divide? Our view is that this is a theoretical question that must be guided by values and vision, by ideology and theory. We have developed three key points to guide our work and we propose these for your consideration.
   a. Cyber democracy: everybody gets access and gets connected
   b. Collective intelligence: everybody gets to speak and have their voices heard;
   c. Information freedom: everybody can consume the information ending the commodification of the world's intellectual and cultural heritage

   Our response to the digital divide is to use these three points to imagine a world we want to live in, what we want instead of what we got. Our collective imagination can give shape and form to our fundamental ideological consensus. Together we can create intellectual wealth about society at its best.

2. What do we do about the digital opportunity? Our argument here is that our tasks are the same as at any time in history. The fight is a fight for power, now
in the name of cyber power. We need to harness the tools of information
technology and build power for the exploited and oppressed people of the
world, the majority of the societies we live in and hope to transform. There are
three kinds of power, individual, social, and ideological. My colleague Kate
Williams will present our concrete work on these forms of cyber power this
afternoon, so stay tuned for that.

3. What do we do about digital inequality? Here I would like to introduce the
key figure in the scenario we see unfolding – the spider. The spider is an
insect that spins webs, a little spider, but as our tee shirts say, when spiders
unite, they can tie up lions. We know who the beasts are who claim to be the
kings of the human jungle. We are the spiders. The web is dominated by
corporate interests and this must be challenged by the poor and oppressed of
the world, digitizing their identity and social and cultural wealth to create not
only safe places for all of us in cyberspace, but a staging area to regroup our
forces and build new offensives to liberated our selves – not only our minds
but our entire societies.

IN CONCLUSION, I have argues that in the transition from industrial society to the
information society we are facing great polarities, in political economy, in the social
organization of society, in culture and in our very consciousness. We face the challenge of
three possible situations and we have to have a plan for all three. For the digital divide we
have to dream the impossible revolutionary dream of information communism, my term for
our strategic values and vision of cyber democracy, collective intelligence, and information
freedom. We can take advantage of whatever digital opportunity that exists to build cyber
power in its three forms, individual cyber power, social cyber power, and ideological cyber
power. And to fight the positional war to step-by-step reverse digital inequality, we need the
tactics based on the key cadre of the information revolution, the cyber-organizer, and the
spider.

Can we dream a revolutionary dream that rescues information technology from the
corporations and the military? Can we avoid becoming technocrats who marvel at the
technology toys and lust after what we don’t have? Can we use the technology to reclaim the
high ground and bring the quest for freedom and justice back into the center of our lives and
work?

Now is the time.
Spiders of the world unite! Weave your webs! We have lions to tie up and a world to win.